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WHAT IS THE- ANSWER ?
MORE AND BETTER
HOUSING / MORE PARKS
AND PLAYOEDUNVS !
LET'S GIVE CHILDREN A
CHANCE TO &GCW UP
TO BECOME USEFUL,
HONEST CITIZENS /

I'VE PRAWN UP PLANS fOE
JUST THE SORT OF HOUSING
PROJECT YOU WERE TALKING
ABOUT / WOULD MC>U LIKE

TO COME TO MY PLACE
AND SEE THEM ?

fl^™
NeVEE SEEN

,
\ I PLANNED TO

~

ANYTHING UKE THIS.' J SUBMIT THESE
Jf^?^ ./BLUEPRINTS TO
WONDERFUL «c THE HOUSING
TOME, /MR. BOARD / BUT I CAN'T
JANOS J EVEN &ET A HEARING

BECAUSE I'M NOT A
ARCHITECT /
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' THE ATOM DICTATOR
A Jon Jarl Adventure

By

Eatido Binder

IN his one-man rocket ship, Lieutenant

Jon Jarl of the Space Patrol slanted

down for a landing on Phobos, the second

moon of Mars. It was a small moon, hardly

more than ten miles in diameter, and had a

population of—one. One single man, a

scientist by name of Dr. Elias Engle, had

chosen to live on Phobos after setting up

a scientific laboratory there.

But now this single inhabitant of Phobos

was missing—or so the report had said

which Jon Jarl picked up an hour before.

The voice from headquarters had said

—

"Dr. Elias Engle, on Phobos, has not an-

swered his visi-phone calls for the past

three days. Nor did he report leaving.

Investigate."

Jon landed his ship before the stone

laboratory and strode into its air-condi-

tioned interior. The door was not locked.

Was Dr. Engle sick perhaps? Or had he

died a lonely death? Jon expected to come

upon his dead body as he went through the

living quarters. Living alone like this he

could easily have had a heart-stroke with

no one to care for him.

But a few minutes later, Jon stood in

the laboratory, puzzled. He had searched

everywhere. The place was empty. Dr.

Engle was gone! Had someone come and

kidnapped him?

Jon stared curiously at some apparatus

in the center of the laboratory. A huge

overhead device shed a soft, purling light

down on a tile bench which seemed bare.

What strange experiment had the scientist

been engaged in before he vanished?

Jon shrugged and was about to turn

away, when a clicking noise arose. To the

side another strange machine began work-

ing. A mechanical claw, holding a stylus,

hegan to write a message on a moving tape t

Jon read the words as they slowly unfolded.

"Attention!" the message on the tape

said. "This is Dr. Engle! I don't know if

anyone is watching at this moment, in my
laboratory, but if so. I will explain where

I am. I am not missing. I am right in this

laboratory!" .

Jon looked around surprised. In this

laboratory? But where? There was not the

smallest niche or place where a man could

be hiding. Was this some kind of joke?

wordingThe moving tape went

more words as the mechanical claw wrote.

"Yes, I am right in this laboratory, even

though you can't see me. Look at the tile

table, and the rays which are shed down

on it. Notice the tiny speck of silvery dust

on the center of the table."

Jon peered and saw it—a small sliver of

bright metal, hardly bigger than a pin-

head. But what was the scientist driving

at .

The message went on. "I am in that

speck of silver! You see, I have reduced

my size and I am now down in the atom

world of that bit of metal!"

Jon gasped aloud. Could it be true?

"The device overhead sheds down my
new reducing ray, which contracts the

space between molecules and causes any

material object to shrink in size, smaller

and smaller, till finally it reaches atomic

proportions. I stepped under the ray three

days ago. I've been living down in the atom

universe for that time. I've discovered a

whole new world down here! And intelli-

gent people!"

Jon stared at the tiny fleck of silver. Did

a man live down there, within its infini-

tesimal dimensions? Was there a miniature

world there, and living people? It seemed

impossible, incredible, fantastic!

But the words kept writing themselves

out, on the moving tape. '"By the way, I

set up this tape-message machine, so as to

have contact with the outer world. Ira sit-

ting and writing all this, down in the atom

world. Certain ray-impulses are sent out

which motivate the big writing claw, dupli-

cating what I write for anyone to read who

happens to visit my laboratory. Now lei

me tell some more about the people of the

atom. I'm afraid they have a very evil civil-

ization. They live under a dictatorship,

and . .
."

SUDDENLY, the claw stopped writing.

Had something happened to Dr. Engle.

down there in the remote atom world? Jon

bit his lip, helplessly. What could he do?

Only wait . . .

The words suddenly began again, in a

hurried scrawl. "Help! I'm in trouble.

Guards are going to seize i ,
and
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Then the words stopped again. This

time they did not resume for long minutes

Ion knew now that the scientist had been

captured, down in the atom world. Cap- .

lured by evil people of a dictatorship. Pos-

sibly to be tortured or executed.
~

But what could Jon Jarl do? How cou d

he rescue a man who was invisibly small,

beyond his reach? Suddenly. Jons eyes

narrowed. It the Reducing Ray had sen

the scientist down to the atom world, it

should do the same to him

Ion hesitated, torn by indecision, t was

his duty, as a space policeman, to help any

human being in trouble. m the am«r*..

But did that include going down to a tiny

atom world?

JON gritted his teeth and stepped under

the Reducing Ray. His senses swam.

Some strange force seemed to be squeezing

his body, like a vise. He noticed everything

getting larger. The laboratory around him

became the castle of a giant. But it wasnt

other things that were getting larger-he

was getting smaller!

He could feel himself shrinking—shrink-

ing Slowly at first, then faster and faster.

He had the presence of mind to crawl on

the tile table, before he was too small to

reach it. Then, as he shrank to the size of

a mouse, he ran toward the bit of silver.

It became huge as he reached it. big as a

house, then big as a moon. He stumb ,d

toward it and suddenly he was tailing

through emptiness.

The bit of silver was now a mass of

atoms and he was falling among them. One

atom became larger and larger, and he

landed on it with a thud. When be shook

hi, head to clear it. he saw that the atom

was now the size of a world.

The shrinking sensation stopped, jort

stood up. It was a queer world, with

strange vegetation and what seemed to be

three blazing suns overhead. No doubt they

were protons, or some other part of this

"ny subatomic universe. The atom world,

with its protons, electrons and neutrons

and such, was a solar system in mt™'"":
Was this the right atom world? What

Ihere were dozens more, and Jon had hi

the wrong one? But Jon had a feeling that

he had followed the same procedure as e

scientist, and had therefore reached the

same precise microcosmic world.

He was sure of it a moment later when

he heard footsteps. Crouching behind low

„owths Jon saw a half-dozen uniformed

creature, marching by Among them *>lk-

ed a man who could only be Dr. Engle. ot

Earth! He looked bruised, as though he

had been beaten. His captors had brutal

faces scaly bodies, and four legs. The peo-

n were obviously a cruel arro-
ple of the a

^One'of' the guards spoke to Dr. Engle

-So you have come from the universe ol

which our world is but an atom? Dictator

Gragg will wan, to hear of this We have

conquered and wiped out all other people

on our world. We need new worlds to con-

quer. You will show us how to reacfi your

"usttming. J«n turned cold. A race of

warlike creatures swarming up from the

atom to conquer Earth ! It must not happen.

Ion drew his two ray guns and leaped

„„,. "Duck. Dr. Engle!" he yelled, and

° P
0"r

C

ne

fi

»ied to open frre. His ray guns

only clicked harmlessly. There were new

laws of physics here!

Ion now waded into them with his only

„,„er „e.po„-h„ two bare fists The den-

sity of his compressed body seemed to gicc

him terrific power. It took exactly six

blows to flatten the six alien guards

The scientist now grabbed Jons hand

and began running. "Where are we running

,o>" Jon asked. "No matter where we run

we'll still be on the enemy world-. Jon

gave out a startled gasp. "We're trapped

on this atom world. I didn't even stop to

,h,nkoft. before, bu, we have no way to

get back to our own wor d.

"Yes. we have." contradicted ««

ist. He stopped a. the spot where Jon had

Ra f. it will shine down an Enlaiging Ray.

We won't have lo wait long-

The enlarging process was the exact re-

verse of the reducing ordeal, lhe atom

world shrank under them. They floated

among whirling bodies which became

"mailer and finally formed a huge mountain

of silver. Then the mountain dwmdl^d

atTa's '.'fa"; oTr.be SeTab.e.

| ON'S face was grave. "1 wish you hadn't

e down to the atom world. Dr.

F„gle°

n
You gave those people the thought

of coming up and conquering our world

If they ever discover the principle ol the

Enlarging Ray- and send huge armies
.

.

"They won't " promised lhe scientist, as

he raised a small hammer. He brought il

down on the bit of silver, smashing it Sat.

"If only " murmured Jon Jarl. all other

dictators 'and evil races eould be so easily

destroyed!"
THE END

Will appear oe«r monr/r in CARlAin

MARVEL ADVENTURES!
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FAMOUS BIS LEAGUE
stussee

*FREDDIE AND I GO FORTHE DOUBLE-PLAV' OF
STVLE AND WEAR THAT
WINTHEOP SHOES GIVE US.
Yes sir Winthrop Shoes bat a

thousand for style, comfort and
long wear They're rugged, they're k
different, they're

just ,nc ,hm '
f |eve feet-grown growing,

«

ntnrops are 'hin- WM
'in every

^Winthrop

^Viiiihrop Jr:

Wrop Shoes for men
THROP SHOE COMPANY

Shown he .. ,„„irop's exclu-
lomp identically styled for

-,- - id boys with tocker bottom
id rugged rolled-edge sot. Also

available in half-track and triple-
decker rubber soles.

INTERNATIONAL SHOE COMPANY . SAINT 10UIS


